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  MAIN ACTIVITIES:

The 3 main activities of Carbon Compositi Srl:

1. Production of features in composite material

Inside of the production department of Carbon Compositi Srl, the features in composite 
material are realized mainly on customer’s request, for which first the design and then 
the construction, are followed by our several years’ experienced Experts and our internal 
Engineering department.

Recently we have been supplied with a machine for the production of composite pipes, 
realized with Filament Winding-technology “FW”. 
This machine, electronically assisted by CNC, can produce pipes up to a diameter of 400 mm.

Following, some products designed and manufactured by Carbon Compositi Srl:

- Filters and silencer for the boating industry
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- Domes for astronomic planetaries- Containers and special features for the chemical industry

- Demister supports for the removal of dust from combustion furnaces (special order by ENEL/National Authority for 
 Electrical Energy: design and construction by Carbon Compositi Srl, using the finished element program “FEM”.
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2. Maintenance, inspections, surveys and after-sales service

A second section of the Carbon Compositi Srl manages installation and maintenance of 
composite parts.

We carry out surveys and inspections aimed at verifying the status of the composite feature, 
mainly tanks and pipes; 
our intervention ends with the issuance of a Suitability Certificate for the employ of the 
inspected feature.

Otherwise, if during the inspection it’s necessary to intervene with reparation or 
replacements, we are skilled to provide the right support for the prompt resolution of the 
problem.

Piping PVC GRP - 2010 - SOLVAY-SOLEXIS

Assembly of Pipeline DN400  DN200  DN150 A2A
Monfalcone 2007

Inspection and repair of Flanges DN1800
Germany 2008

Ballast system for cargo ships
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3. Engineering and support for users and producers of composite material 
    goods.

The Engineering section of Carbon Compositi Srl besides managing the design of the 
features, realized and produced in the factory, provides engineering support for both users 
and producers of composite items. 

Especially, we can do structural inspections for 
tanks in GRP according to the UNI EN 13121.3 
standards, such as structural verification to 
the seismic activities - Ministerial Decree dd. 
14 January 2008.

The design of structures in composite 
materials, in case of complex geometries, is 
realized with help of software that uses the 
finished elements method (FEM), in particular, 
LISA FET (Sonnenhof Holdings) Version 8.1.0 
and WINSTRAND, ENEXSYS SRL

Presently the activation of a software on cloud 
is foreseen, that allows to check the conformity 
of the structures of the tanks in GRP with UNI 
EN 13121 standards; such as the reliability of 
structures subjected to the earthquake stress, 
according to the seismic hazard zonation in 
National buildings codes applicable.

With this software it will also be possible to 
check the flanges reinforcements, the basement 
anchors, the allowable support stresses and external loads, specifically wind and snow.

Modelling FEM Branch Tee - SIEMENS
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Modelling FEM Demister - ENEL/ National Authority 
for Electrical Energy
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